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NEW QUESTION: 1
How does HPE SimpliVity 380 deliver better data efficiency that
other hyperconverged solutions without compromising application
performance?
A. It runs optimization, deduplication, and compression as
background processes and prioritizes applications.
B. It dedicates one compute resource to optimization, reserving
the other compute resources for applications.
C. It offloads optimization to HPE SimpliVity Accelerator Card
so compute resources can run virtual machines (VMs).
D. It provides more DRAM to handle optimization, deduplication,
and compression functions.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains a virtual network named VNet1.
You add the users in the following table.
Which user can perform each configuration? To answer, select
the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A replenishment requisitions is created with the following
details and imported through an open interface in Oracle
Procurement Cloud:
Identify the Blanket Purchase Agreement that the application
would select to automatically create a Purchase Order.
A. BPA: 8787Type: Local BPAEffective Dates:
01/03/2012-31/12/2013Item: AS16168BU:
BU2Automatically generate orders flag: No
B. BPA: 7998Type: Local BPAEffective Dates:
01/01/2012-30/09/2012Item: AS16168BU:
BU1Automatically generate orders flag: Yes
C. BPA: 8837Type: Global BPAEffective Dates:
01/06/2012-31/07/2013Item: AS16167BU:
BU1Automatically generate orders flag: Yes
D. BPA: 9986Type: Local BPAEffective Dates:
01/08/2012-31/10/2013Item: AS16168BU:
BU1Automatically generate orders flag: Yes
Answer: C
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